
 

 

June 2018 
Due to my holiday I am penning this Chat prior to the June meeting so I apologise now for not 

commenting on Phil Kemp’s Fly-In Briefing or any other happenings at the meeting. However, one 

thing’s for sure, your presence and assistance at the Air-Britain 70
th

 Anniversary Fly-In at North 

Weald 30
th

 June/1
st

July would be most appreciated.  All help will be gratefully received, so if you 

haven’t done so already please let Phil (phil.kemp@air-britain.co.uk) know as he needs to plan 

accordingly. As always there will be a health and safety briefing at 08:30am in “The Squadron” bar 

on both the Saturday and Sunday. 

To remind you the theme is linked to the 70
th

 anniversary of types that first flew in 1948, such as the 

Cessna 170, and pilots who were born in 1948; in addition invitations have gone out to Harvard 

owners as that type is no less than 80 years old in 2018 and has a long association with “The 

Squadron”. Hopefully there will be a good turnout but, of course, the owners have the last word and 

there is no guarantee of numbers. 

 

 



 

 

In April Stansted witnessed the latest attempt to introduce economically viable scheduled non-stop 

trans-Atlantic routes when Primera Air commenced  serving Newark, with other cities such as 

Boston, Washington DC and Toronto to follow. A short while later Wow Air started flights to Keflavik 

with connections to its extensive range of North American destinations from their KEF hub. 

Hopefully there will be the passenger demand to support both airlines. In June Emirates will also be 

welcomed to STN when it starts a daily rotation to Dubai with Triple Seven’s which will give access to 

that airline’s extensive Asian, African and Australasian network and, of course, facilitate short breaks 

in Dubai itself for aircraft enthusiasts (but from personal experience of the Gulf do avoid the summer 

months)! 

 



 

All of this is good news for the airport and the local economy as well as for our branch members. 

These operators are wished every success and congratulations also to MAG in giving STN a truly 

global reach. 

I recall very clearly my first visit to STN some 60 years ago when I had the pleasure of logging lots of 

Prentice’s plus some piston airliners including Tudor 4B G-AHNL (broken up at SEN the following 

year). There was just one movement in the 4 hours I was there, another Tudor of Air Charter which 

was also the sole airline present. Coincidentally these were also used long haul with multi-stop 

flights to the top secret Woomera rocket testing range in South Australia. 

 

 

With the summer months our branch programme tends to be a short series of social evenings when 

we view pictures taken by members on their worldwide travels and when we also have the 



opportunity for a good old natter - along with a bit of banter - which is something that is not really 

possible at our more formal Guest Speaker evenings (next one 4
th

 September, £4 pay at the door!). I 

like to think that these casual summer meetings enable everyone to join in and make a contribution, 

and by all taking part we can then try and satisfy everyone’s interests whether it’s airliner, GA, biz, 

military, balloons, gliders or just about anything else that flies apart from, at present, drones.  In 

essence, they are your evenings and without your contributions they are going to be pretty boring! 

So bring along those pictures, and if there’s not time to show them one evening there’s always the 

next one. 

Have a brilliant summer everyone. 

 
 
 

 

 


